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COPYCAT 3.0
Disk Backup Utility


Thank you for your purchase of the COPYCAT 3 disk backup utility for the
TRS-80 Models 3, 4 & 4P. If you have any questions or problems backing up a
particular disk feel free to call and we will do our best to help you.


COPYCAT 3 is designed to allow you to backup virtually all of your protected
software. The copying process is entirely automatic with no need for operator
input.


To load COPYCAT, turn on the computer and wait for the disk drive to stop.
Insert the COPYCAT diskette into drive 0 with the label facing up. Press the red
reset button on the right side of the computer and the program will load itself.


Once COPYCAT is loaded you will see the COPYCAT logo flashing on and
off on the top half of the screen. You are now ready to duplicate a diskette.
Remove the COPYCAT disk from drive 0 and put it in a safe place. Insert the
disk you want to make a copy of in the source drive and the disk you want to
copy to in the destination drive. Press <ENTER> to start the copy. When the
copy is finished, the COPYCAT logo will start flashing. At anytime during the
copy process if you wish to stop or start over, just hold the <BREAK> key down.


Because COPYCAT will not copy itself, you can get a backup disk for $10.00
when or after you send in the registration. This product is made available on an
AS-IS basis only. If you receive a defective diskette or experience software errors
during the first 90 days following purchase of COPYCAT, please return the
diskette to us with an explanation of the problem. We will replace the diskette at
no charge. If the diskette is physically damaged we will charge $5.00 for
replacement. All requests for updates or corrections to COPYCAT 3 must be
accompanied by the original diskette and a $7.00 update fee. Prices subject to
change.


To register, fill in the registration card and return it to us within 30 days of
purchase. This is our only means of notifying you of corrections and updates.


OMNISOFT RESEARCH
2170 W. Broadway, Suite 501
Anaheim, CA 92804


Telephone (714) 772-5000







CONFIGURING COPYCAT 3


Your COPYCAT 3 may be reconfigured at the time the program is loaded into
the computer by resetting the computer and holding the space bar down until the
computer asks for the source drive number. This new configuration is saved on
the disk and will remain until you decide to change it again. COPYCAT 3 is
originally configured to copy 40 tracks from drive 0 to drive 1 with a stepping rate
of 30 milliseconds.


Source and Destination drive numbers:
At this time you have a choice of drives 0,1,2 or 3 by typing the number of the


drive you want to be the source. You do not need to type ENTER after the
number. You can keep the previous configuration by typing ENTER instead of a
number. The computer will ask for the destination drive and you can select it in
the same way except that it can not be the same as the source drive.


Step Rate:
After you select the drives you can select the step rate to be used by both


drives. If you have one drive that must step at a slower rate than the other select
the slower step rate for both drives. You will be asked for a number from 0 to 3
with 0 being the fastest and 3 the slowest.


0 = 6 milliseconds
1 = 12 milliseconds
2 = 20 milliseconds
3 = 30 milliseconds
Most older drives are slower and require the slower step rate of 30


milliseconds while most of the new drives can be stepped at 6 milliseconds.


Double Step Source:
Double Step Destin:
These MUST be set to 'N' for NO if you are using 40 track drives. The only


time you should set it to YES is if you have an 80 track drive and you want it to
act like a 40 track drive. 'Y' will make it skip every other track.


Number of Tracks to copy:
You have a choice of
(1) 35 Tracks
(2) 40 Tracks
(3) 80 Tracks
One of these choices will have an asterisk in front of the number. This is the


one that is presently configured. You may keep that choice by hitting ENTER or
select the number of your choice.


You will now be asked if this new configuration is correct. Hit 'Y' if it is and
COPYCAT will reconfigure itself and is now ready to copy diskettes. If your new
configuration is not correct hit 'N' and redo the configuration.
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COPYCAT 4.1
DISK BACKUP UTILITY


COPYCAT 4 will allow you to make an exact duplicate of virtually all of your diskettes regardless
of whether they are protected or not. It automatically analyzes, formats, copies and verifies each track of
the disk you are duplicating. The entire process is amazingly fast, typically less than 70 seconds for a single
sided diskette. The duplication process is as easy as pushing the enter key to start the copy.


CopyCat 4 can be easily configured at any time. Some of the selections are:
•  Single or Double sided drives
•  Number of tracks to copy
•  Which drives to be used
•  Double step 80 track drive
•  Select step rate


As new software is released by various software publishers everyday it is possible that you may purchase
software with a new type of protection scheme that you are not able to duplicate with your present release of
COPYCAT 4. You may check with us by phone (714) 772-5000 or mail to see if we have a newer release
that will copy your new software. Valid registered owners will be notified by mail of any major updates or
upgrades to COPYCAT and may update to the latest release for a minimal fee.


COPYCAT 4 is available now for $49.95. To order call our order line (714) 772-5000 or you may order
by mail using the coupon at the bottom of this page. Terms of payment are Visa, MasterCard, Check
(requires 10 days for bank clearance), Money Order or C.O.D. Please include $2.00 for shipping and
handling. California residents please add 6% sales tax. All orders are normally shipped within 24 hours via
first class mail.


If you have an earlier version you may trade it plus $20.00 for COPYCAT 4. Or send $30.00 with out a
trade only if you have registered your CopyCat 1,2 or 3.
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ORDER FORM


COPYCAT 4.0 ....................................................TRS-80 Model 3,4 or 4P ............................................................. $49.95


Please add $2.00 for shipping and handling —— California residents add 6% sales tax


Name......................................................................................................................................................................................


Street.................................................................................................................................................................Model..........


City ........................................................................................................................State................... Zip Code...................


OMNISOFT RESEARCH, 2170 W. Broadway #501, Anaheim, CA, 92804
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Below is a list of some programs COPYCAT 4 is known to be able to duplicate


Adventure Airaid Alien Armada Allwrite
Armored Patrol Arranger Assault Astrology
Asylum I & II Attack Force Barricade Basketball
Bedlam Black Death Black Gold Bounceoids
CAIware-2D CAIware-3D Caterpillar Chaos
Chicken Clash Clone III CP/M
College Brd Prep Commbat Convoy Copyart II
Cosmic Fighter Crazy Painter Cyberchess Datagraph
Deadline Deathmaze 5000 Defendoids Defense Cmd
Defiance Demon Seed Devils Tower Dig-Out
DOSPLUS Dotwriter 4.0 Double Feature Dragonlair
Dungeon Escape Dunzhin Electric Webster Eliminator
Flight Simulator Floppy Doctor Forbidden City Forbidden Planet
Fortress I & II Frogger Fury Galaxy Invasion
Gauntlet Ghost Hunter Gobbleman Grand Prix
Grid Star Home Accountant Hyperlight Patrol Impakt
Infoscan Insect Frenzy Institute Jovian
Jungle Boy Kaiv Killer Beetles Killer Gorilla
King of the Jungle Labyrinth Laser Defense Lazy Writer
LDOS Lescript Liberator Lunar Lander
MailMerge Martian Patrol Meteor Mission II MicroChess
Microsoft Adv. Microworld Missile Attack mLINK II
MMS Forth Monty Monopoly Monty Scrabble Moon Rover
Mt. Everest Explr. MultiPlan MULTIDOS NEWDOS
Newscript NICE Olympic Decath. Omniterm
Outhouse Paddle Pinball Pagoda Panik
Pascal 80 Penetrator Penguin PFS: File
PFS: Report Pigskin Planet Buster Pro Football
Producer Profile III Plus Proform Prosort
Pyramid Raaka-tu Rally Rear Guard
Regillian Worm Ricochet Robot Attack RPM Disk Timer
Sargon 1,11 & III Scarfman Scripsit Sea Dragon
Sentinel Sfinks 3.0 Sfinks 4.0 Sfinks Chess Tutor
Shootout OK Sky Scraper Sky Sweep Sneak Attack
Sneak Thief SoftWriter Space Attack Space Castle
Space Warp Star Cross Statistician Stellar Escort
Stratos Strike Force Strong Hold Subterran Encntr.
Super Nova Super Utility 2.2 Super Utility 3.2 Super Utility 4/4P
Super Vaders Superscripsit Supreme Ruler Plus Suspended
Tallymaster Taxpro TDOS Telcom
Tenpins Time Bandit T/Maker TRSDOS
Ultraterm Venture Vexus Visicalc
Viz-A-Con Weerd Wild West Wordstar
Wylde Xenos Zapsit ZBASIC 2.2
ZDOS Ziggarat Zork I, 11 & III Zorlof II










